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1. Introduction
For ten years St. Mary's College has been operating its St. Mary's Health Consultation Office, a facility located in Kurume City’s downtown shopping district that 

functions as a place of social exchange for the handicapped and elderly who often live alone. The facility was opened in 2009 as a place for community residents to 

receive health consultation services offered by faculty and staff from St. Mary's College. This activity is based on “the spirit of Catholic love”, our college’s education 

philosophy.

2.  Methods
1) Research into the number of users of health consultation services

We investigated records of health consultations for 10 years from 2009 to 2019, and analyzed the annual changes in the number of users who request health 

consultation services.

2) Interview research
We interviewed four people who have regular visited the facility and created a content analysis based on the Roy Adaptation Model (hereafter called the RAM) of 

the impact that the facility has had on their ability to forge close relationships. 

Four questions were asked of the participants: 

Q1. What kind of place is St. Mary’s Health Consultation Office for you? Q2. When did you first visit this facility? Q3. Why did you first visit this facility? Q4. Why do 

you continue to come to this facility? The interview took about 40 minutes for each person using a semi-structured interview method.

2) Characteristics of the four interview participants.

3) Results of the interviews

“A necessary place where one can feel relaxed.”

“A place for health care and rehabilitation.”

“A place easily accessed where one can obtain services free of charge.”

Other notable feedback included a comment by a visitor after having been able to interact with people with disabilities: “I’ve learned to consider the 

feelings of a person in a wheelchair,” in addition to the following comment from a visitor with a disability: “It’s a place where I can let people know 

about living life with a disability, as well as receive help shopping by people I’ve met through this facilit

3. Consideration:

Figure1. The total number of users of St. Mary's Health 

Consultation Office each year. 

3. Results:
1) Demographic data of the users of the health consultation services 

over 10 years.
The total number of the users of the facility were 7,448 people, and users of 

health consultation services totaled 4,055 people. The days when stroke and 

higher brain dysfunction consultation services were provided received the most 

visitors: 1,245 people.

No.1: A teenage stroke survivor with left-side paralysis who lives in the city. He 

hopes to recover from his paralysis, so he comes to the office for rehabilitation.

No.2: A woman who has quadriplegia and uses a wheelchair, and who lives alone. 

She needs assistance with daily activities so she comes to the office for such assistance.

No.3: A woman who has hypertension and is living alone. Her husband passed away 3 years ago, so she became depressed. After coming to the office, she 

decided to join volunteer activities to support families at a hospice care facility.

No.4: A woman who is suffering from breast cancer and metastasis in the backbone. She lives in the city with her daughter’s family. She is worried about her 

health condition and continuously comes to the office to ask how she can control her health condition and anxiety.

Data analysis led to the development of 4 main categories based on 8 subcategories and 47 codes.

Main Categories Subcategories Examples of primary codes as quoted from users

(Number of participants)

“A necessary place where one can feel relaxed.” ・A place that feels relaxing and enjoyable.

・A necessary place for the community.

・A place where users have decided to go once 

a month and so tried to make a plan to go even 

if they feel busy or tired.

・Whenever I meet the faculty members at this facility, I

feel relaxed and happy (No.3).

・Before I started to come to this facility, I usually felt 

irritated (because of his disabilities). But now, I rarely think 

so…(No.1).

・While staying at home, I rarely talk to others about my 

thoughts concerning my health condition, even if I feel 

strong anxiety about them. But here, I can talk about them 

(No.4).                                                     23 codes.

“A place where one can meet people with disabilities 

and learn/grow together.”

・A place where people with disabilities who live 

in the community can meet and make 

relationships with others.

・A place people can know life's of people with 

disabilities.

・I’ve learned to consider the feelings of a person in a 

wheelchair.（No.3)

・ It’s a place where I can let people know about living life 

with a disability, as well as where I can receive help for 

shopping by people I’ve met through this facility (No.2).                          

11 codes.

“A place for health care and rehabilitation.” • A place for health care and rehabilitation. • I can receive help with rehabilitation at this place (No.1)

• Since I first became aware of my hypertension here, I 

started to manage my blood pressure (No.3).

• Whenever I come here, I can ask therapists about my 

paralysis rehabilitation with no hesitation (No.1). 

6 codes.

“A place easily accessible where one can obtain 

services free of charge.”

• A place easily accessible because it is in the 

shopping district.

• A place where services can obtained free of 

charge.

• I can get toilet assistance free of charge in the city 

(No.2).

• I think it would be nice if there were such facilities in the 

towns (No.2).

• I can come here on a continual basis because this 

facility is located in the city (No.4).                                                          

7 codes.
4. Conclusion
Roy (2009) noted that interdependent relationships involve the willingness and ability to 

give and accept from others aspects of all that one has to offer: love, respect, value, 

nurturing, knowledge etc., and that the needs of interdependence can be fulfilled through 

social interaction in many cases. Our analysis indicates that learning about the lifestyle 

and opinions of Mrs. Z, a participant who lives alone in a wheelchair, was highly 

stimulating for other visitors. We surmise that St. Mary’s Health Consultation Office has 

become a place to share the above aspects and create close relationships, thereby 

promoting adaptation of people throughout the community.

Figure2. The total number of users of each kind of 

consultation service. 

Table1. Results of the interviews


